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Consumer behavior is changing. Greater smartphone
penetration has dissolved boundaries of time and place,
transforming how consumers interact with consumer
companies.

• Global e-commerce is a market currently valued
at around USD 4tr, and it offers attractive longterm growth prospects with 15%–20% annual
addressable market growth.

• The Asia Pacific region is the growth engine
for the world's e-commerce sector and offers
appealing business opportunities both for local
and international players. We think India's and
Indonesia's markets offer the greatest growth
opportunities, while in China and South Korea we
see attractive growth potential in the fast-moving
consumer goods online segment.

Source: Getty Images

• Innovations around online payment systems,
artificial intelligence and big data, along with the
integration of shopping functions into social media
platforms, enable the better and more customized
marketing of products to consumers and increase
sales and market efficiency.

• The omni-channel approach, whereby online portals
and offline retailers join together to expand their
businesses, can be a win-win strategy for both
parties.

• We also advise investors to consider our Longer
Term Investment (LTI) investment themes like "Ecommerce," "Digital transformation," "Digital
Data," and "Fintech." We recommend exposure
through a broadly diversified stock selection to
minimize company- and technology-specific risks.

This report has been prepared by UBS AG and UBS Switzerland AG. Please see important disclaimers and disclosures
at the end of the document.
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Global e-commerce opportunity
Companies currently generate over USD 4tr of e-commerce
revenue worldwide, according to eMarketer. Along with
population growth, rising urbanization, and an aging global
population, this structural trend is fueled by technological
evolution, increased consumer convenience, and companies
expanding their online channel offerings. We expect ecommerce to grow by 15%–20% annually over the next
10 years, claiming an ever greater percentage of total sales
and swiping market share from traditional retailers that rely
on physical stores alone. For further information, please
refer to our Longer Term Investments theme "E-commerce,"
published on 16 January.

for the ordering process, and payment may have required
yet another application. Given the lack of a streamlined
consumer experience, integration of shopping functions in
social media platforms is the current focus. The goal for all
e-commerce businesses is for consumers to be able to buy
a product with as few clicks as possible.
The evolution of technology will remain a crucial growth
driver for e-commerce. Innovations in the areas of online
payment systems, artificial intelligence, and big data should
enable the more customized marketing of products to
consumers and increase sales and market efficiency.

Global e-commerce is expected to grow
15%-20% annually over the next 10 years
Local retail sales generated online, in USD billion

Source: eMarketer, UBS, as of July 2019

Social networks are coming to the fore as key channels
for communicating with consumers. Customers can take
into account recommendations from friends and other
connections on social media when making purchase
decisions. For example, Cristiano Ronaldo, a Portuguese
football player, has 200 million followers on Instagram. One
post there can trigger several million "likes" and, ultimately,
push products. So entrepreneurs can pay influencers
with large followings to present their products on social
media platforms. Thanks to big data, influencers can be
selected based on their exposure to particular regions, age
categories, or other attributes, depending on the target
audience.

APAC leads in e-commerce growth momentum
Asia Pacific (APAC) is currently the fastest-growing region
for global consumer companies like L'Oréal and Kering,
while also serving as the growth engine for the world's
e-commerce sector. Although internet and credit card
penetration rates are lower than the global average, the
region's online shopping sector has outpaced the rest
of the world on a number of metrics. The pace of
growth of the business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce
segment is around 3 percentage points (ppt) faster, with
mobile shopping accounts for 55% of overall e-commerce
transactions, 10ppt more than the worldwide average. As
APAC covers both developed and developing markets, the
region offers differentiated opportunities for e-commerce
businesses. We think, among the APAC countries, India
and Indonesia offer the best growth opportunities due to
changing demographics, surging internet and smartphone
penetration, and rising incomes in both countries.

In the past, the online shopping experience was hurt by socalled media breaches. Consumers who "liked" a product
on social media were sometimes rerouted to another page
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Other governments in the region are eyeing opportunities
for cross-border e-commerce. On 12 November 2018,
members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) signed the ASEAN Agreement on ElectronicCommerce. The plan is to create a lucrative environment
for e-commerce businesses in Southeast Asia by supporting
small- to medium-sized enterprises and start-ups. Singapore
also launched a cross-border payment scheme called
PayNow, and Malaysia's Digital Free Trade Zone (DTFZ)
focuses on developing the country's internet economy and
facilitating e-commerce activities.

Government support a crucial driving force of APAC ecommerce
Southeast Asian governments are gradually stepping up
their support for the e-commerce industry. Thailand is a
prime example of how government efforts can accelerate
growth. The so-called Thailand 4.0 program, launched in
2018, aims to increase the number of internet connections
and improve logistics infrastructure. In effect, it has
boosted the e-commerce industry in the country, as well
as in neighboring nations. The program has helped at
least 25,000 villages receive fiber cable installations. The
Thai government has also led numerous initiatives to
promote electronic payment adoption, including launching
PromptPay (its own payment platform). The government
expects cash payments to fall from 90% currently to 50%
by mid-2020, thanks in part to these efforts, which should
make the online shopping experience more convenient and
more secure, both for customers and for merchants.

India offers strong growth potential
Around 30% of India's population has access to the internet
and smartphones, but online sales account for only 4%
of total retail sales in the country. Morgan Stanley noted
that mature users in India, those who have more than five
years of internet experience, are avid online shoppers. So
given that the average e-shopper in India only has 3.3
years of experience, it's likely that e-commerce transactions
will climb as the population becomes more comfortable
shopping online and—most importantly—as more people
connect to the internet.
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By 2025, two-thirds of new mobile subscribers
will be from China and India
2025 mobile subscriber forecast breakdown

commerce in Indonesia to new heights: rapid rural internet
penetration growth and the expansion of e-wallets.
A 2018 McKinsey & Co. study reported that over 55% of
online transactions were being generated in greater Jakarta.
Online transactions as a percentage of household spending
in Jakarta is now around four times that of the rest of Java,
and 10 times that of areas outside of Java. As more rural
areas get telecom coverage, the rate of online consumption
will likely increase. A GSMA Intelligence study predicts that
Indonesia will be one of the top three largest smartphone
markets globally by 2025.

Increasing subscriber penetration and
smartphone adoption will aid Indonesian ecommerce
Indonesia mobile subscriber penetration and smartphone adoption
forecasts
Source: GSMA Intelligence 2019, UBS

Ernst and Young forecasts internet penetration in rural
districts in India to increase from 18% in 2017 to 45% by
2021, a 2.5x pace that is much higher than the 1.1x pace
the firm expects for urban users. India's youthful population
(65% of people there are under 35) also works in favor of
the sector's prospects. Indeed, with device prices and data
plans becoming more affordable, smartphone penetration
should pick up. Morgan Stanley reported that the ratio
of smartphones to total mobile phone shipments in India
mirrors China's figures from five to six years ago. Massive
4G rollout efforts by the government and telecom operators
since 2016 have begun to bear fruit. According to a report
by GSMA Intelligence, 4G coverage has increased from 75%
to 86% of the country, with basic data packages falling from
1.5% to 0.5% of the average monthly income. In our view,
rising online penetration presents promising opportunities
in India's e-commerce sector. Popular product categories
such as mobile phones and televisions continue to generate
growth of almost 100% y/y during the festive season sales.
E-commerce companies have been focusing on acquiring
more new customers from outside the metros and tier 1
cities, as they're aiming to increase penetration in lower-tier
cities.

Source: GSMA Intelligence 2019, UBS

The second driver—mobile wallets—is an important one
for the industry. In 2018, the smartphone adoption rate in
Indonesia stood at 71%, but credit card penetration was
only 2%. The rise of mobile payments offers an opportunity
to bring more people into the online shopping ecosystem.
Indonesia, like India, benefits from the increasing availability
of affordable mobile data plans and falling mobile latency
(especially in rural districts), which should create an optimal
environment for e-commerce to flourish.

Indonesia e-commerce market offers low-hanging
fruit
E-commerce is one of the fastest-growing sectors in
Indonesia—it grew 78% y/y in 2018 to become a USD 7.2bn
industry. But online shopping still accounts for only a small
percentage of total retail sales, highlighting the market's
significant growth potential. Two drivers are set to push e-
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The e-commerce leaders: China and South Korea
In no small part due to their specific local characteristics,
China and South Korea are leading the charge in ecommerce, boasting the highest online penetration rates in
Asia.

South Korea shares similar attributes. Densely populated
major metropolitan areas enable very efficient and
affordable last-mile delivery, while the country's worldleading smartphone penetration rate (around 95%)
naturally spurs greater online shopping adoption.

For China, the combination of a rapidly growing middle
class—in terms of both size and income—and robust
logistical development throughout the country has created
an environment where e-commerce can thrive. The country
is home to around 125 cities with more than one million
residents, substantially more than, for example, the US
(which has only nine such cities). Given the sheer size of the
population and the lack of a single dominant retail brand,
conditions have been ripe for a few major e-commerce
portals to proliferate in China.

Intense competition among local and international
players
Competition among e-commerce players in APAC has been
very intense, as local, regional, and global brands are all
striving to gain market share in the region's fast-growing
markets. China and Korea are the only markets dominated
by local giants that have established comprehensive and
integrated ecosystems stretching from payment to logistics.
This state of affairs has prevented international rivals from
gaining footholds in either market. In contrast, this is not
the case for other markets in regions like Singapore, where
US platforms compete head-to-head with regional and local
ones. International companies are usually inclined to partner
with local logistics unicorns to gain a competitive advantage.

The top 40% income group in China is growing
at a faster rate than the national average
Disposable income per capita - top 2 quintiles and the national average

Chinese e-commerce is dominated by two major
players
GMV market share breakdown of Chinese e-commerce sector

Source: NBS, UBS

Note: The National Bureau of Statistics categorizes
disposable income into quintiles (Low, Lower Middle,
Middle, Upper Middle, High), which range from
RMB6,440.5 to RMB70,639.5
Thanks to relatively low labor costs and swift urbanization,
the country's logistics network has been a major source of
support for the industry. Despite the country's vast size—
it's the third largest by land area—online purchases can be
delivered within a few days and for a low price. The fast
adoption of digital payments is another crucial factor; 55%
of internet users in China have made a mobile payment,
versus just 19% in the US.

Source: Company, UBS estimates

For the online grocery category, local players tend to have
an edge over international players due to their greater
familiarity with local tastes and cultures. So this segment
remains heavily fragmented across Asia.
US and Europe
While well established in the US, online shopping still
accounts for only slightly above 10% of total retail sales.
That said, in the past five years, total US e-commerce
has expanded at a 13% compound annual growth rate,
almost five times faster than total retail sales. In Europe,
e-commerce development varies by country. Amazon's key
markets are Germany and the UK, and the number of online
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fashion retailers has also significantly increased. In Germanspeaking markets, Zalando is gaining market share as a
brand aggregator. H&M and Inditex both employ an omnichannel business model, but their key growth driver is online
sales. In our view, the foundation for even broader adoption,
similar to that taking place in Asia Pacific, is firmly in place.

Moving from a multi-channel approach...

Unlike several years ago when some investors were calling
for their demise, physical store locations are now considered
to play a key role in e-commerce fulfillment. Retailers need
to leverage their existing store bases to offer convenient
pick up options for the consumer, and pure online stores are
incentivized to cooperate with physical retailers.
Source: UBS

...to an integrated, omni-channel shopping
experience

Source: UBS

E-commerce platforms turning omni-channel
We see omni-channel as a winning format in Europe
and the US, as well as in Asia. Unlike a multi-channel
approach, omni-channel provides a unified experience
where insights are gathered and shared across different
consumer touchpoints. Essentially, a true omni-channel
retailer is one unconcerned about how, where, and when
a consumer shops or interacts with its brand. All purchase
channels are designed to connect effortlessly and provide a
seamless way to shop. Pricing is typically consistent across all
channels, and purchases made online can easily be returned
in stores and vice versa. In our view, a retailer or brand must
invest in several areas to ensure its long-term omni-channel
success: search and consumer engagement through the use
of big data, fulfillment capabilities, and service.

Joining forces between online and offline retailers
We believe the omni-channel approach can have a winwin outcome for online and offline retailers alike. With
gross merchandise volume growth slowing down for online
retailers, China's e-commerce giants have been investing in
enhancing their online-to-offline (O2O) integration. Offline
retailers no longer view e-commerce as a drag, but rather
as an avenue to gaining customers' attention and boosting
revenue growth.
For online e-commerce platforms, having an offline
presence can be beneficial in four ways. First, it can provide
them with firsthand consumer feedback for use in future
sales strategies. Second, it allows them to wield their existing
supply chains, operating capabilities, and market expertise
to further expand into the retail industry. Third, it provides
personalized and more integrated services for their digital
offerings. Fourth, it provides an efficient delivery option,
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taking advantage of dispatch stations to improve operating
efficiencies and thus operating margins.
In China, after years of rapid online sales growth, shoppers
started shifting part of their spending back to physical stores
in 2017. In a McKinsey & Co. survey of Chinese consumers,
85% of respondents claimed that they engage with both
online and offline touchpoints, a trend that is rising and
being led by young consumers in tier 1 and tier 2 cities.
With e-commerce platforms fiercely competing against
one another, offline retailers have been expanding their
online presence by leveraging digital marketing strategies
and developing mobile apps. They have either invested
a significant amount to develop their own interfaces, or
they've partnered with online giants that are exploring
offline opportunities.
A symbiotic relationship between online and offline
merchants
BigCommerce, a privately held tech company, surveyed
nearly 3,000 customers of various age groups (from 18
to over 70 years old) from Asian countries. The survey
showed that millennials (26%), Gen X (32%) and baby
boomers (32%) shared similar levels of dissatisfaction in
their online shopping experiences. Their complaints were
mainly about not being able to touch or try on a product,
expensive shipping costs, and lengthy wait times for delivery.
The omni-channel model—i.e., the buy online and pick
up in store (BOPIS) model—can address some of these
common complaints. Moreover, some brands now apply
augmented reality (AR) technology to boost consumers'
in-store and mobile shopping experiences. Cosmetic store
Sephora, for example, uses AR both in the store itself and on
its mobile app. According to McKinsey & Co. research, 57%
of consumers indicated that a more interactive approach can
speed up their purchasing decisions.

30-minute delivery to consumers located within a threekilometer radius of the store. The fierce competition among
retailers has spurred more investment in logistics, which is
accelerating the offline to online expansion. For example,
since August 2019, China's Freshippo has been operating
171 stores in 22 cities, compared with 64 stores in 14 cities
in mid-2018.
Omni-channel is seen as the optimal solution for developing
online grocery stores. By building offline stores, e-commerce
brands can offer more dispatch locations and lower delivery
costs while gaining more control over freshness. Leading ecommerce grocery operators are still trying to figure out how
to balance the freshness of food against the delivery cost;
they are struggling—and losing money—for now.
Conclusion
Given that Asia Pacific is the key growth engine of the
global e-commerce market, we think India and Indonesia
offer the greatest growth opportunities, supported by the
favorable demographics, growing incomes, and notable
increase of smartphone and internet penetration in both
countries. We recommend investing in local logistics and
online payment unicorns in these high-growth markets,
as such businesses should attract international companies
to partner with them. With regard to the dominant ecommerce leaders, China and South Korea, we recommend
focusing on the FMCG segment, one whose growth should
outperform the broader industry. Potential successful players
in the FMCG segment would bolster the ecosystem of the
e-commerce platform by providing more comprehensive
logistics support, increasing the share of mobile wallets,
and lifting the monetization rate on the expanding gross
merchandise value. We also believe that the upstream
equipment suppliers for VR and AR will be the next focus of
e-commerce players striving to increase their existing market
penetration as 5G rolls out.

Strong growth prospects in the FMCG segment
Online e-commerce players have just started to expand
into the FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) segment.
Even though the FMCG industry is dominated by lowerticket items, customers return frequently to buy their daily
goods. While the overall growth pace of online sales is
slowing, online sales of food is accelerating and outpacing
the broader industry. Delivery promptness for food is critical
for consumers in order to preserve freshness, and brands
have been adjusting their logistics infrastructure to satisfy
consumers' expectations. In China, relatively low labor costs
and the dense populations in select tier 1 and tier 2
cities are helping grocery companies to satisfy such needs.
Select leading online grocery retailers have offered free
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Appendix
UBS Chief Investment Office's ("CIO") investment views are prepared and published by the Global Wealth Management business of UBS
Switzerland AG (regulated by FINMA in Switzerland) or its affiliates ("UBS"). The investment views have been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research.
Generic investment research – Risk information:This publication is for your information only and is not intended as an offer, or a
solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. The analysis contained herein does not constitute a personal
recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, investment strategies, financial situation and needs of any specific
recipient. It is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. Certain services and products
are subject to legal restrictions and cannot be offered worldwide on an unrestricted basis and/or may not be eligible for sale to all investors. All
information and opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation
or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy or completeness (other than disclosures relating to UBS). All information and opinions
as well as any forecasts, estimates and market prices indicated are current as of the date of this report, and are subject to change without notice.
Opinions expressed herein may differ or be contrary to those expressed by other business areas or divisions of UBS as a result of using different
assumptions and/or criteria.
In no circumstances may this document or any of the information (including any forecast, value, index or other calculated amount ("Values"))
be used for any of the following purposes (i) valuation or accounting purposes; (ii) to determine the amounts due or payable, the price or
the value of any financial instrument or financial contract; or (iii) to measure the performance of any financial instrument including, without
limitation, for the purpose of tracking the return or performance of any Value or of defining the asset allocation of portfolio or of computing
performance fees. By receiving this document and the information you will be deemed to represent and warrant to UBS that you will not use this
document or otherwise rely on any of the information for any of the above purposes. UBS and any of its directors or employees may be entitled
at any time to hold long or short positions in investment instruments referred to herein, carry out transactions involving relevant investment
instruments in the capacity of principal or agent, or provide any other services or have officers, who serve as directors, either to/for the issuer,
the investment instrument itself or to/for any company commercially or financially affiliated to such issuers. At any time, investment decisions
(including whether to buy, sell or hold securities) made by UBS and its employees may differ from or be contrary to the opinions expressed in
UBS research publications. Some investments may not be readily realizable since the market in the securities is illiquid and therefore valuing the
investment and identifying the risk to which you are exposed may be difficult to quantify. UBS relies on information barriers to control the flow
of information contained in one or more areas within UBS, into other areas, units, divisions or affiliates of UBS. Futures and options trading is
not suitable for every investor as there is a substantial risk of loss, and losses in excess of an initial investment may occur. Past performance of
an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. Additional information will be made available upon request. Some investments may
be subject to sudden and large falls in value and on realization you may receive back less than you invested or may be required to pay more.
Changes in foreign exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the price, value or income of an investment. The analyst(s) responsible for
the preparation of this report may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other constituencies for the purpose of gathering,
synthesizing and interpreting market information.
Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. UBS does not provide legal or tax advice and
makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets or the investment returns thereon both in general or with reference to specific client's
circumstances and needs. We are of necessity unable to take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs of
our individual clients and we would recommend that you take financial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) of investing in any
of the products mentioned herein.
This material may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority of UBS. Unless otherwise agreed in writing UBS expressly
prohibits the distribution and transfer of this material to third parties for any reason. UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for any claims or
lawsuits from any third parties arising from the use or distribution of this material. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as
may be permitted by applicable law. For information on the ways in which CIO manages conflicts and maintains independence of its investment
views and publication offering, and research and rating methodologies, please visit www.ubs.com/research. Additional information on the
relevant authors of this publication and other CIO publication(s) referenced in this report; and copies of any past reports on this topic; are
available upon request from your client advisor.
Important Information About Sustainable Investing Strategies: Sustainable investing strategies aim to consider and incorporate
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into investment process and portfolio construction. Strategies across geographies and styles
approach ESG analysis and incorporate the findings in a variety of ways. Incorporating ESG factors or Sustainable Investing considerations may
inhibit the portfolio manager’s ability to participate in certain investment opportunities that otherwise would be consistent with its investment
objective and other principal investment strategies. The returns on a portfolio consisting primarily of sustainable investments may be lower
or higher than portfolios where ESG factors, exclusions, or other sustainability issues are not considered by the portfolio manager, and the
investment opportunities available to such portfolios may differ. Companies may not necessarily meet high performance standards on all
aspects of ESG or sustainable investing issues; there is also no guarantee that any company will meet expectations in connection with corporate
responsibility, sustainability, and/or impact performance.
Distributed to US persons by UBS Financial Services Inc. or UBS Securities LLC, subsidiaries of UBS AG. UBS Switzerland AG, UBS Europe SE, UBS
Bank, S.A., UBS Brasil Administradora de Valores Mobiliarios Ltda, UBS Asesores Mexico, S.A. de C.V., UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd, UBS Wealth
Management Israel Ltd and UBS Menkul Degerler AS are affiliates of UBS AG. UBS Financial Services Incorporated of Puerto Rico is a subsidiary of
UBS Financial Services Inc. UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of a report prepared by a non-US affiliate
when it distributes reports to US persons. All transactions by a US person in the securities mentioned in this report should be
effected through a US-registered broker dealer affiliated with UBS, and not through a non-US affiliate. The contents of this report
have not been and will not be approved by any securities or investment authority in the United States or elsewhere. UBS Financial
Services Inc. is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section 15B of
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the Securities Exchange Act (the "Municipal Advisor Rule") and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and
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receiving the material you undertake to comply fully with such restrictions and obligations. You should carefully study and ensure that you
understand and exercise due care and discretion in considering your investment objective, risk appetite and personal circumstances against the
risk of the investment. You are advised to seek independent professional advice in case of doubt. Israel: UBS is a premier global financial firm
offering wealth management, asset management and investment banking services from its headquarters in Switzerland and its operations in
over 50 countries worldwide to individual, corporate and institutional investors. In Israel, UBS Switzerland AG is registered as Foreign Dealer
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in cooperation with UBS Wealth Management Israel Ltd., a wholly owned UBS subsidiary. UBS Wealth Management Israel Ltd. is a Portfolio
Manager licensee which engages also in Investment Marketing and is regulated by the Israel Securities Authority. This publication is intended for
information only and is not intended as an offer to buy or solicitation of an offer. Furthermore, this publication is not intended as an investment
advice and/or investment marketing and is not replacing any investment advice and/or investment marketing provided by the relevant licensee
which is adjusted to each person needs. The word "advice" and/or any of its derivatives shall be read and construed in conjunction with the
definition of the term "investment marketing" as defined under the Israeli Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment Marketing and Portfolio
Management Law, 1995.Italy: This publication is not intended to constitute a public offer under Italian law. It is distributed only for information
purposes to clients of UBS Europe SE, Succursale Italia, with place of business at Via del Vecchio Politecnico, 3-20121 Milano. UBS Europe SE,
Succursale Italia is subject to the joint supervision of the European Central Bank ("ECB"), the German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank),
the German Federal Financial Services Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), as well as of the Bank of Italy
(Banca d’Italia) and the Italian Financial Markets Supervisory Authority (CONSOB - Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa), to which
this publication has not been submitted for approval. UBS Europe SE is a credit institution constituted under German law in the form of a
Societas Europaea, duly authorized by the ECB. Jersey: UBS AG, Jersey Branch, is regulated and authorized by the Jersey Financial Services
Commission for the conduct of banking, funds and investment business. Where services are provided from outside Jersey, they will not be
covered by the Jersey regulatory regime. UBS AG, Jersey Branch is a branch of UBS AG a public company limited by shares, incorporated in
Switzerland whose registered offices are at Aeschenvorstadt 1, CH-4051 Basel and Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH 8001 Zurich. UBS AG, Jersey Branch's
principal place business is 1, IFC Jersey, St Helier, Jersey, JE2 3BX. Luxembourg: This publication is not intended to constitute a public offer
under Luxembourg law. It is distributed only for information purposes to clients of UBS Europe SE, Luxembourg Branch, with place of business at
33A, Avenue J. F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg. UBS Europe SE, Luxembourg Branch is subject to the joint supervision of the European Central
Bank ("ECB"), the German Central bank (Deutsche Bundesbank), the German Federal Financial Services Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), as well as of the Luxembourg supervisory authority (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier), to
which this publication has not been submitted for approval. UBS Europe SE is a credit institution constituted under German law in the form
of a Societas Europaea, duly authorized by the ECB. Mexico: This information is distributed by UBS Asesores México, S.A. de C.V. ("UBS
Asesores"), an affiliate of UBS Switzerland AG, incorporated as a non-independent investment advisor under the Securities Market Law due to
the relation with a Foreign Bank. UBS Asesores is a regulated entity and it is subject to the supervision of the Mexican Banking and Securities
Commission ("CNBV"), which exclusively regulates UBS Asesores regarding the rendering of portfolio management, as well as on securities
investment advisory services, analysis and issuance of individual investment recommendations, so that the CNBV has no surveillance faculties
nor may have over any other service provided by UBS Asesores. UBS Asesores is registered before CNBV under Registry number 30060. You
are being provided with this UBS publication or material because you have indicated to UBS Asesores that you are a Sophisticated Qualified
Investor located in Mexico. The compensation of the analyst(s) who prepared this report is determined exclusively by research management and
senior management of any entity of UBS Group to which such analyst(s) render services. Nigeria: UBS Switzerland AG and its affiliates (UBS)
are not licensed, supervised or regulated in Nigeria by the Central Bank of Nigeria or the Nigerian Securities and Exchange Commission and
do not undertake banking or investment business activities in Nigeria. Portugal: UBS Switzerland AG is not licensed to conduct banking and
financial activities in Portugal nor is UBS Switzerland AG supervised by the portuguese regulators (Bank of Portugal "Banco de Portugal" and
Portuguese Securities Exchange Commission "Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários"). Singapore: This material was provided to you
as a result of a request received by UBS from you and/or persons entitled to make the request on your behalf. Should you have received the
material erroneously, UBS asks that you kindly destroy/delete it and inform UBS immediately. Clients of UBS AG Singapore branch are asked to
please contact UBS AG Singapore branch, an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110) and a wholesale
bank licensed under the Singapore Banking Act (Cap. 19) regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, in respect of any matters arising
from, or in connection with, the analysis or report. Spain: This publication is not intended to constitute a public offer under Spanish law. It is
distributed only for information purposes to clients of UBS Europe SE, Sucursal en España, with place of business at Calle María de Molina 4, C.P.
28006, Madrid. UBS Europe SE, Sucursal en España is subject to the joint supervision of the European Central Bank ("ECB"), the German Central
bank (Deutsche Bundesbank), the German Federal Financial Services Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), as
well as of the Spanish supervisory authority (Banco de España), to which this publication has not been submitted for approval. Additionally it
is authorized to provide investment services on securities and financial instruments, regarding which it is supervised by the Comisión Nacional
del Mercado de Valores as well. UBS Europe SE, Sucursal en España is a branch of UBS Europe SE, a credit institution constituted under German
law in the form of a Societas Europaea, duly authorized by the ECB. Sweden: This publication is not intended to constitute a public offer
under Swedish law. It is distributed only for information purposes to clients of UBS Europe SE, Sweden Bankfilial, with place of business at
Regeringsgatan 38, 11153 Stockholm, Sweden, registered with the Swedish Companies Registration Office under Reg. No 516406-1011. UBS
Europe SE, Sweden Bankfilial is subject to the joint supervision of the European Central Bank ("ECB"), the German Central bank (Deutsche
Bundesbank), the German Federal Financial Services Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), as well as of the
Swedish supervisory authority (Finansinspektionen), to which this publication has not been submitted for approval. UBS Europe SE is a credit
institution constituted under German law in the form of a Societas Europaea, duly authorized by the ECB. Taiwan: This material is provided by
UBS AG, Taipei Branch in accordance with laws of Taiwan, in agreement with or at the request of clients/prospects. UAE: UBS is not licensed
in the UAE by the Central Bank of UAE or by the Securities & Commodities Authority. The UBS AG Dubai Branch is licensed in the DIFC by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority as an authorised firm. UK: This document is issued by UBS Wealth Management, a division of UBS AG
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Market Supervisory Authority in Switzerland. In the United Kingdom, UBS AG is authorised
by the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential
Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. A member
of the London Stock Exchange. This publication is distributed to retail clients of UBS Wealth Management.
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